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What did you find most useful in this class? If you were to ensure that something was to stay in the course, what
would it be?
I liked the pre−planned schedule. She was very clear on what was expected of us, and we knew what needed to
completed each week/day.
I love the fact that we even had this course and learned about the foundations of counseling, history, accreditation,
credentialing, etc. A former colleague of mine completed a similar program else where and she apparently was
never taught any of this. I am excited for all that I learned! If I were to ensure that something would stay in the
course, I would say to keep all of the supplemental readings. It was helpful to start reading studies and being
familiar with the language and format of them, as well as have to find them on our own. I especially liked the ones
that pulled in Adlerian theory! Thanks for a great class! :)
I really liked using voice thread. It was helpful to watch a powerepoint presentation and hear everything explained.
This was the first class I have taken within the clinical mental health counseling program. It helped me
understanding the foundations of counseling in a whole new way. I would encourage all the same pieces to remain
in the course and I would encourage more "conference time" wth the instructor.
I thoroughly enjoyed the use of VoiceThread in this course! I though Nicole did an outstanding job at using many
different media outlets that kept my attention the whole way through!
I loved interacting with my peers. They encouraged me to think beyond my own capabilities. I also found the
teacher quite useful. I loved how she taught and I really loved it when she gave me an extra week to finish my
paper.
Comments: Use the space provided in the text area below for your comments.
I was very disappointed at the lack of multiculturalism education in this course. I truly wish Adler would evolve
beyond having a unit dedicated to "diversity" and make a genuine effort to include it throughout the curriculum.
Please raise the bar on this subject.
Really enjoyed this course with Dr. Randick. She is very friendly and will always help clarify any issues. She’s a
great instructor!
I greatly enjoyed this class! Thank you for the great learning environment and all the knowledge I gained! :)
I am not really a fan of online courses. I needed to take this course and it was only available online. I keep up with
readings and spend an adequate amount of time on my schoolwork, but it was difficult for me to have several due
dates throughout the week.
There were a handful of questions that I felt I was not able to respond authentically due to this course being one of
my first few here at Adler.

